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A.O. Artiukhova 

  

DAS RHETORISCHE GRUNDMUSTER  

DER JURISTISCHEN KOMMUNIKATION 

 

Das vorliegende Projekt ist der Untersuchung der rhetorischen Beson-

derheiten der juristischen Kommunikation gewidmet. Recht und Rhetorik 

gehören zusammen wie die zwei Seiten einer Medaille. Das römische 

Recht etwa, das entzückte Humanisten später als ratio scripta, aufgeschrie-

bene vernunft loben werden, entstand als Rhetorikprodukt. Die römische 

Rhetorik entfaltete sich aber dank des täglichen Streiks darüber, was rech-

tens sei. Rechtserwartungen, juristische Meinungen und Gesetze lieferten 

den Werkstoff. Rhetorik war das Werkzeug. Man wusste und beachtete, 

dass Arbeitsergeb- nisse davon abhängen, wer welches Werkzeug mit wie 

viel Geschick einsetzt. Das galt, bis ein «fortgeschrittenes» Rechtsver-

ständnis den Zusammenhang aufbrach und die rhetorische Seite verwarf, 

als unvereinbar mit «dem Wesen» des Rechts. Seit rund 250 Jahren bege- 

gnet die bei Rechtsphilosophen und Rechtsdogmatikern herrschende Mei-

nung der Rhetorik verächtlich. Das Recht wurde vorbehaltlos in die Hände 

der vernunft gelegt, Rhetorik vom rationalistischen Standpunkt aus zu ei-

ner Art Schmuddeldenken abgestempelt. Aberseit dem XX Jahrhundert ist 

das Interesse an rhetorischer Theorie und Analyse neu erwacht. Eine 

Rückbesinnung auf das Rhetorische liegt freilich im Trend der Epoche: 

«Kommunikation» ist zum Paradigma in der Gesellschaft und für untrenn-

bar zu halten. 

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist das rhetorische Grundmuster der 

juristischen Kommunikation zu beschreiben, das als Objekt der Forschung 

gilt. 

Rhetorik versteht man als Redekunst, als Lehre von der wirkungs-

vollen Gestaltung der Rede; als Kunst oder Wissenschaft vom guten, wir-

kungsvollem, schönem Reden, als Kunst des Überredens und Überzeu-

gens; Kunst des guten Redens und Schreibens, die dazu dient, in öffentli-

chen Angelegenheiten für Ziele zu werben, Entscheidungen zu rechtferti-

gen und Handlungen herbeizuführen; als Technik, Einverständnis herzu-

stellen. 

Zweierlei bezeichnet der Name «Rhetorik». Zunächst die Mittel, mit 

deren Hilfe das Einverständnis hergestellt wird, oder mit deren Hilfe ein 

Mensch Einverständnis zu erreichen sucht. Zugleich ist damit die Lehre 

benannt, die von den Mitteln und Wegen zum Ein- verständnis handelt. 
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In diesem Sinn ist juristische Rhetorik die Technik der fachlichen ver-

ständigung bei der Rechtsanwendung. Sie ist der Inbegriff jener Mittel, die 

ein Jurist einsetzt, um kollegialiter Zustimmung zu finden oder jedenfalls 

der Widerrede vorzubeugen. Die Rhetorik wird in den Rechtwissenschaf-

ten als Theorie vom begründeten Reden beschrieben. 

Rhetorik ist eine Technik (griech. techne) Die Technik kann als Kunst, 

Wissenschaft, Handwerk, Gewerbe übersetzt werden. Nach unserem ver-

ständnis sind dies sehr verschiedenartige vorgänge. Ju ristisches Arbeiten 

hat durchaus von jeder dieser Sparten etwas an sich. Aus dem weiterem 

Bedeutungsangebot zu techne trifft «wissenschaftliche Tüchtigkeit» das 

Selbstverständnis des Juristen am besten: Tüchtigkeit, als erprobtes Han-

deln; dabei wissenschaftlich, also auf Systematik und Konsequenz be-

dacht. Wodurch man einigermaßen abgesichert sei gegen Offerten, die im 

Wörterbuch gleich daneben stehen: «Kunstgriff, List, listiger Anschlag». 

Rhetorik ist der eingeübte, kundige Umgang mit solchen Mitteln, die 

Einverständnis bewirken. Schon die Lehrbücher der Antike haben das rhe-

torische Instrumentarium klassifiziert. Aristoteles unterscheidet zwischen 

Werkzeugen aus dem Bereich des Ethos, des Logos und des Pathos. 

 

 

 

 

O.A. Babelyuk  

 

WAYS OF POSTMODERN TEXT FORMATION THROUGH  

THE PRISM OF POLYSTYLISTICS 

 

In the U.S., postmodernism, on the one hand, interpreted as a theoreti-

cal phenomenon (the embodiment of the ideas of the French post-

structuralism, preserving the traditions of the American literary develop-

ment concepts Yale School), and the other – according to the result of 

modern literary practice of creating modern literary texts of different gen-

res in the plane of poly-stylistics. For Ukraine postmodernism interesting 

primarily as an artistic phenomenon – a reaction to the aesthetic and politi-

cal prohibitions, when literature «thrust all imaginable and unimaginable 

ways humorous culture, carnival, blasphemous beginning.» 

The specific type of postmodern American culture, focusing on the 

mass market, with the appropriate language pragmatics, semantics «my-

thology of success», embodied in the works of American writers, post-
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modernists. Mentality is reflected in American postmodern works, based 

on such gains national culture as folk humor frontier literature, traditions 

westerns, musicals and «black humor» (D. Barthelemy, K. Vonnegut, John 

Barth, B. Burroughs). 

In postmodernist poetics actualized so-called «minor» forms (essays, 

memoirs, letters, apocrypha, chronicles, commentaries, treatises, «muta-

tion» genre of high literature and media) are exempt from all canons re-

strictions stereotypes. Therefore, a growing interest in literary studies and 

linguists cause various ways postmodern text formation of lingual poetics 

within the material modern world and Ukrainian literature in particular. 

The purpose of this paper is to study the characteristics poly-stylistic 

practice text formation postmodern literary text by lingual poetical style 

formation and meaning formation analysis tools and techniques of post-

modern poetics. 

Outlined objective involves the following tasks: 

- Consider the concept of «polystylistics» from a position interdisci-

plinary approach; 

- Identify stylistic dominant postmodern literary text; 

- Make lingual poetic analysis style formation and meaning formation 

and stylistic tools and techniques for material B. Hoff essay «The Tao of 

Pooh» («Tao of Pooh»). 

Polystylistics as the interaction of different art (contemporary Ameri-

can and Oriental) in postmodern writing can be demonstrated essay B. 

Hoff's «The Tao of Pooh» («Tao of Pooh»). Already in the title of the 

work is some code deciphering which depends on the reader's background 

knowledge. Translated from the Chinese language «Tao» means «way» 

that minimized conveys the idea of «universal communication material 

and perfect in their infinite variability.» Based on the pluralistic postmod-

ern worldview that gives rise to a new type of artistic perception, where 

the principal is not the understanding of a literary text and the process of 

experimenting with it as a «kind of a table with thousands of plates» can 

«lay» their way through interpretive rhizomatic weaving multiple intertext, 

quotes, allusions and quasiallusions, cultural codes, symbols. 

The novelty lies in the postmodern text formation design post-

structural outlook on a classic style. Distribution of total new positions as 

postmodern literary currents contributed to the development of specific, 

non-standard manner postmodern text formation that found its expression 

in polystylistics, i.e. deliberate imitation of the modern «hyper-emotional» 

thinking through both classical stylistic devices and sufficiently advanced, 
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including: equipment comics collage, installation, intertext, quotes, com-

bining different styles. Because formal stylistic dominant postmodern lit-

erary text becomes polystylistics. 

 

 

 

 

T.N. Bogoedova 

 

SLAVIC HYDRONIMICAL CONTINUANTS  

OF THE PRASLAVIC * TUR- 

 

Onomastic units with root * Tur make conspicuous layer in hydron-

ymy Slavs. Researchers note multifaceted onomastic database Tour de-

serving, according to VP Shulgach, monographic descriptions. Onoma-

leksemy rooted TURP-/ Tur, enshrined in all major basins of rivers Slavic, 

have already appeared in the field of view of researchers. Not being able to 

detail here to dwell on each of these cases, we summarize the main 

points. Most often, the question about the origin of a hydronym rooted 

TURP-/ Tur solved in a direct or indirect connection with the common 

Slavic name of the animal * tur. However, in the scientific literature the 

question was raised about the need to find solutions to other etymological 

hydronyms type studied. The purpose of this article is to attempt to repre-

sent Slavic gidronimicheskoy microsystems * Tur her more fully in deriva-

tional-etymological interpretation of units of the system. 

Among hydronyms rooted TURP-/ Tur reveals several names, clearly 

related to the word * tur 'Bos primigenius'. Indeed, the primitive wild bull 

– tour, animal, now considered extinct in historical times lived throughout 

Europe. However, the observation of researchers zoofornye toponyms ap-

pear «not as  an elementary fixation presence of a particular species in a 

given area»: the basis of their generic names put totemic period. 

BA Fishermen notes that «ethnographic material on the cult bykatura 

huge ... The cult of the bull,» buoy-round «,» Yar-tour «was an ardent cult 

of vitality and kept very long.» »Turitsa», celebrated on January 6 of the 

Eastern Slavs culminated yuletide snow and last cycle – «ve-forests 

days.» In the southern Slavs «Turitsa» called spring carnival Carnival and 

western – «Turitsa» observed around the Whitsunday. Thus, tur * as the 

name of an animal, really dwelled in the Slavic lands, and as the name of 

the animal totem could well appear in hydronymy Slavs. It seems that 
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among hydronyms related * tur 'Bos primigenius' names belong to the 

structure posessivov: 

* Turj (s,-e): Tur'ya (round) – l. § Senna in the pool Sozha, Tur'ya – 

l. § Pripyat Tur'ya – pp Zhelon at Pripyat, Tur'ya – pp Saryanka in Western 

Dvina basin, Tur'ya – l. § Non-mana Tur'ya – pp Neman Tur'ya – l. § Ears 

in the pool Viliya hydraulic Neman, Zathura – l. § Turyi Not in the pool-

man <Zathura (PSA 175, 370), Turia – l. § Again on the right bank of the 

Desna, Tu riya – aap Pripyat, Turiya – the influx Horyn in the Pripyat ba-

sin, Tu riya – pp Large heights on the left bank of the Southern Bug 

(MashtDB 39; SSU 575, 576), Turia (var. tour) – l. § Oka round (Turia) – 

pp Nigvy l. § Klyutomy on the Oka Turia – l. § Oki (Smolitskii 27, 32, 

98), Tur'ya – l. § Snake on the right bank of the Danube river Tisza (576 

SSU), Turza (var. Turzy Rotok) – Białej Dunajcowej inflow in the basin of 

the Vistula Dunajca, Turza – Łęgu tributary of the Vistula, Turzy Rotok – 

influx Sana Turze – influx Wiaru, Turzy (var. Turzy Rotok) – inflow 

Mleczki Zachodniej Sanaa in the pool, in the pool Turze Jezioro Motławy 

on the Vistula, Skoturza – Skawinki Wscodniej inflow in the basin of the 

Vistula <Skoturja (HW 36, 126, 164, 204, 218, 265, 804) Turija – the in-

flux of Vardar (Duridanov 170), Tur'ja – tributary Už in Slovakia (At-

lasSlov 51), Turia – l. § Strumica Turia – l. § Bolgar-ray Morava Turia – a 

tributary of the Svrlizhki Timok Turia – l. § Zamny in the Danube basin 

(Zaimov 357) Turea pa ba – the influx of particles in Zlati Berkovskaya, 

Bulgaria (MihaylBerk139), Turja – tributary of the Sava (Dickenmann II, 

149), Turja – influx Ščavnice, Turje – influx Kostanjevice in Slovenia ( 

hydraulics Danube) (Bezlaj II, 279), Túriĭa – Olt tributary in the Danube 

basin (Iorgu 221), etc. This name is enshrined in the other sphere 

are. Cf. Turia – a village in the Vologda (Volog. 441), round – a village in 

St. Petersburg (St. Petersburg 98), Turia Turyi, Turia – tract and two vil-

lages in Kharkiv (Hark. 30), Old Turyi, New Darya Tu – in village Orel 

(Orl. 112) Turye (twice) – village in Smolenskaya (Smol. 294) provinces, 

Turia Niva, Tu Rieu – place names in Macedonia (Booze 455), Túriĭa – 

place names in Iasi and Tulcea in Romania (Iorgu 221 ), etc. 

 

 

 

 

S.G. Zavgorodniy  
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METAPHORIZATION OF THE COGNITIVE FEATURES  

OF THE CHESS CONCEPT IN ENGLISH-SPEAKING 

JOURNALISTIC AND LITERARY DISCOURSE 

 

The game of chess is one of the oldest types of games invented by 

man, it can be regarded as a philosophical-cultural and socio-psychological 

phenomenon as a form of human activity, which plays a homo ludens, 

aimed at secondary symbolization communicative interaction of people for 

this interaction and the world. The popularity of the game of chess at all 

times and in all strata of society, clarity designations gaming phenomena, 

the presence of professional gaming terminology and the possibility of 

metaphor in naming non-gaming situations – all this makes the game of 

chess an important object of the language mapping of the world and sug-

gests the existence of the concept linguocultural CHESS. 

The purpose of this paper is to study the basic features of metaphor 

cognitive signs CHESS concept in the English journalistic and artistic dis-

courses. This publication addresses the following relevant objectives: 1) 

the study presents the hypothesis concept CHESS in English 2) discusses 

body language material and technique to study this concept, 3) defines the 

features of the concept of metaphor in the English CHESS journalistic and 

artistic discourses. 

It should be noted that in the English game of chess lingvokulture 

phenomenon found its deep reflection and has been used as an inspiration 

in the works of such classics of English literature from the Victorian era, 

Anne Bronte («The Tenant of Wildfell Hall», 1848), Thomas Hardy («A 

pair of Blue Eyes «, 1873), Lewis Carroll («Through the Looking Glass, 

and What Alice Found There «, 1871). In modern English chess popular 

culture also play an important role, they are reflected in the numerous 

works of contemporary British and American authors, film and other fields 

of art (musicals, cartoons, computer-animated commercials). Currently 

have the status of chess organized sport with a hierarchy of titles and de-

veloped system of competition in everyday culture possess intellectual 

reputation and therefore socially approved games. 

The hypothesis of the assessment was that the concept linguocultural 

CHESS as mental entity presents archetypal opposition «/ another» and is 

a transformation of cultural urological such opposition in the form of gam-

ing activities. Verbal games category attributes, hierarchies, chess pieces, 

regulation of their moves, the different stages of a chess game and game 

situations form the metaphor of the situation of confrontation, reflected in 
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different types of English-language journalistic and artistic discours-

es. This is thought of as an analogy protovostoyanie intellectual confronta-

tion in a chess game. To test this hypothesis and perform the tasks was 

formed by a common body of research material consisting of two samples: 

(1) nonfiction texts – newspaper articles The New York Times (hereinafter 

– NYT) (1,100) and The Times (hereinafter – T) ( 950 units) during the 

period from 2003 to 2013. and (2) evil Divine Word – different genres of 

prose large and small forms of 75 units. 

 

 

 

 

L. Cazacu 

 

BILINGUALISM AND DIGLOSSIA IN MOLDOVA 

 

Over the past 50 years sociolinguistic study of multilingualism con-

sidered in the aspect of language contact. In this aspect, our research in-

volves the study of language contact between people and between the lin-

guistic communities, and not between the languages in the abstract 

sense. Since most of the world's population is multilingual, we believe that 

bilingualism / multilingualism is normal society and not a deviation from 

the norm or the exception. 

Interest in the phenomena of bilingualism, diglossia, language contact 

and conflict can be attributed to a study conducted by researchers in vari-

ous fields such as the sociology of language (J. Fishman), sociolinguistics 

(Labov), ethnography (Gumperz), social psychology (Lambert, Giles) 

ekolingvistiki (Haugen, McKee), and other related disciplines. 

An important contribution in this regard is the research on minority is-

sues, where bilingualism / multilingualism always considered one of the 

central elements; said determined the relevance of this study. In addition to 

racial, gender, religious, and social class differences, minorities are of par-

ticular interest for studying their evolution and the relationships that they 

establish in the course of contact with other languages. 

The aim of this work – to describe the linguistic situation in the Re-

public of Moldova, to establish a relationship and social functions Roma-

nian (Moldovan) and Russian languages in the country, as well as minority 

languages (Gagauz, Ukrainian, etc.). 
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Bilingual or multilingual society are not isolated examples or excep-

tion, but rather the norm of today. Often leadership in the state language 

policy creates a number of problems that can lead to the breakdown of 

state or territorial associations within individual countries. That there are 

many examples in Europe: the disintegration of Yugoslavia, the situation 

in Kosovo, Department of Transnistria in Moldova, etc. 

The concept of social bilingualism must be carefully considered, as 

this phenomenon is asymmetric. Often bilingualism has all the characteris-

tics of diglossia. According to most sociolinguists (McKay, Ferguson, 

Lafont, Boyer and others), bilingualism is a phenomenon that manifests it-

self at the individual level, while diglossia is a social phenomenon, based 

on unequal social status of the language. In most cases, the social status of 

a language is directly proportional to the status of a society that speaks this 

language. This double injustice – language domination and denial of 

community identity – strengthens our belief that diglossia is not a neutral 

phenomenon, but rather one that inevitably leads to conflict situations. 

Changes in the structure and functioning of languages are determined 

by changes in the social and political contexts. 

To have a starting point in addressing the problem of bilingualism and 

diglossia in Moldova, we believe it is important to note that the operation, 

development and metamorphosis of the Romanian language in Moldova 

have their origins in the historical past of the territory; special influence on 

these processes had the establishment of Soviet political power. From the 

outset, remember that certain social and political changes led to the evolu-

tion of language in Bessarabia, including intensive demographic changes 

during the Soviet era: mass deportations, the change of the political re-

gime, a policy that encourages the Romanian-Russian bilingualism, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R.M. Kozlova 
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ESSAYS ON SLAVIC ONOMASTICS 

(RUSSIAN IZHORA, BEL. ІDOLTA) 

 

Etymological issues in onomastics occupies a leading position: ety-

mology as a result of a number of linguistic procedures phonetic, morpho-

logical, word, semantic, areal aspects allows the author to solve the prob-

lem of the genesis of the facts and their national attribution. The purpose 

of this article – to check on the reliability of the appellative and onomastic 

material genesis of two facts, united by common derivation structures – 

Russian. Izhora white.Іdolta. 

Russian. Izhorians. Izhora River – left tributary of the Neva, education 

lished from the merger and Paritsy Pudłosti, flows in the St. Petersburg 

and Tsarkoskoselskom counties (St. Petersburg 8, 156). In Tsarskoye Selo 

district has its process Izhorka (St. Petersburg 154). Between the Neva and 

Luga fix Izhorskaya lake. Izho swarm river was known as the southern 

coast of Finland (formerly Kotlin) Gulf. At the mouth of the Neva battle 

Izhory held in 1240 with the Swedes, successful for Russian troops. 

In circumscribed habitat detected cluster settlements similar sound: 

YamIzhora – village, whose inhabitants were sent postal chase, where it is 

arranged for the camp, Izhora (2 settlements) UstIzhory in St. Petersburg, 

Izhora (2 settlements) Izhorskaya Izhorskaya Large, Small Izhorskaya in 

the Peterhof, Moscow Izhora Izherka in Tsarskoye yy. St. Petersburg Prov-

ince (St. Petersburg, 8.17, 23, 133, 140, 146.148, 154, 158, 

172). Oykonimicheskie compliance found outside the Baltic re-

gion. Cf. Izhorino in Porechsky y. Smolensk (Smol. 328) Izhorovtsy Or-

lovsky have. Vyatka (Vyat. 493) proteins. Izhory in Dvina y. Vitebsk 

(SpVit 112) provinces. This group include names phonetically legitimately 

transformed oikonyms have lost touch with etimologichekuyu Izhora: 

Ishory in Kovno, in EzheraKalna Rossienskom yy. Kovno province. (IC 

24, 611) <Izhory, IzheraKalna. 

In modern historiography is believed that the river Izhora originally 

lived Finnish tribe Izhora that in the XIII century. retained pre-Christian 

religion. In XI. Novgorod Yaroslav I the Wise (978-1054gg.) captured the 

Ingrian land, levied tribute to her people and with them harrowed coast of 

the Gulf from the invasion of Swedish and German chivalry, here carrying 

the Western-style Christianity. It should be recalled that, long before the 

XI century. Russian called this land in 862 to rule Rurik. For centuries, the 

Swedes sought to conquer the Baltic lands of Russia, including 

Izhorskaya. This is how the report chronicles: Bb lѣto 6749 (1241 g.) And 
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priide [king of the Roman] in Neva River and hundred ust Izhery, 

shatayasya his madness, though vspriya-minute Ladoga, Novgorod ... 

(PSRL 25, 132); Bb lѣto 6855 (1347g.). King Magnuszew Sveiskii ... 

Izheru pochal baptize in his 

vѣru (PSRL 25, 176); In 1606 lѣto Swedes ... Novgorod, Ladoga, and 

all the cities Oreshok Izherskie for himself took (PSRL 37, 139). Only Pe-

ter the Great returned Izhora Russia. 

Izhorians – not the primary name phonetically, as evidenced by the 

vocalism of resulting from the transition e> o. Old Russian texts reflected 

phonetically primary forms: Izhera – river Izhera – population Izherskaya 

land. The test names have etymological solutions. Trying to explain it 

from the Finnish material (J. Mikkola, J. Kalima, AL Pogodin, AI Sob-

olewski) were unsuccessful, as well as attempts to ascribe to him German-

ic origin (TE Karsten K. Wiklund) that emphasizes M. Fasmer (Fasm. II, 

119). Most reasoned etymology seemed viewpoint A. Sjogren, according 

to which the name in the name dates back Izhora Ingigerđr – named after 

the wife Yarosla Islands Wise. 

 

 

 

 

V.A. Kotvytska  

 

ADAPTATION OF ANGLICISMS IN MODERN GERMAN 

 

Object is anglicizes – borrowed from the British or American English 

units (words, word combinations) of different degrees of develop-

ment. Purpose of the study – especially anglicizes adaptation at different 

levels of the modern German language. Purpose is to identify and analyze 

features of adaptation anglicizes during their formation and functioning on 

the basis of the German language. 

Essential to this study is to understand the concept of adaptation. In 

adapting the work refers to the gradual adaptation of borrowed tokens in 

the system movypozychalnytsi. 

German is an active acceptor lexical borrowings from English and its 

American version. The growing influence of English on modern German 

stimulates great interest to linguists problem borrowing. 

B. Young, who studied the functioning anglicizes in the German mag-

azine DER SPIEGEL, explored that frequency of use during the period 
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from 1950 to 1980 increased significantly. The most up larger group of to-

tal anglicizes by B. Young, make nouns – 92.16%. Following nouns in 

second place in the researcher placed verb – 4.59%, and the third highest 

frequency of use in the texts selected for the study, log rank anglicizes ad-

jectives, whose number is 3.03%. 

Linguist distinguishes different types of loans, there are different clas-

sifications. 

E. Haugen considers the following groups of borrowed words: 

1. «Morphological words without substance» (Loan Words) – «loan-

words», ie, wholly their prototypes in the language of the donor; 

2. «Words with partial morphological substance» (Loan blends) – 

«foreign words», or hybrids, which are words that are only partially com-

posed of foreign-language elements; 

3. «Words of the full morphological substance», ie tracing paper 

(Loan shifts), or «semantic borrowing» (Semantic Loans). 

His classification of types of lexical borrowings in German researcher 

submits M. Altlyaytner.Kompleksno all lexical influences from English 

represented as B. Carstensen. He identified evidentni or obvious and la-

tent, or hidden influences. 

The feature of the present process is accelerated pace zapozychuvann-

ya adaptation loans. Rapid integration of borrowing in modern German 

language has also contributed to the fact that today has been a change of 

literary norms become widespread violations of norms in literary writing 

and public speech, now of growing use of slang words and phrases of 

speech. A characteristic feature of modern borrowing is that they are ex-

tremely «easy» integrated, claiming the status of that is easy to remember, 

because little or no change forms. At present it is dominated by direct bor-

rowing. Due to continuous zapozychuvan-tion of lexical items from Eng-

lish adaptation mechanism becomes uninterrupted, sometimes almost au-

tomatic. Particularly adapt quickly anglicizes with identical structure that 

still borrowed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V.Ya. Mizetskaya  
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ANACHRONISMS IN THE DRAMA  

OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

 

One of the neglected issues of Shakespeare's works is an anachronism 

– a very specific feature of the chronotope of the great master. In the theo-

retical literature, there are only scattered observations about anachronisms 

in the works of the great playwright. 

The purpose of this study – to identify and show how the different 

thematic groups anachronisms in Shakespeare's dramatic texts as an exam-

ple of some of his so-called historical plays. 

Repeatedly noted that Shakespeare's dramatic texts differ very free in-

terpretation of chronotope. The author puts these or other events in time 

and space, which are not consistent with the actual historical facts. 

Dedicated us anachronisms in Shakespeare DT can be classified as 

follows: 

1) Anachronisms – ethnonyms. 

Formation and the formation of different ethnic groups (nations, peo-

ples, nations) – this is a very complicated, lengthy and controversial pro-

cess. However, there are certain facts that historical scientific community 

considered justified and do not cause much doubt and controversy. 

Thus, King Lear mentions Scythians, who in the days of the ancient 

Greeks considered the epitome of barbarism 

Lear: The barbarous Scythian, 

Or he that makes his generation mess 

To gorge his appetite, shall to my bosom 

Be as well neighbour'd, pitied, and relieved, 

As thou my sometime daughter 

[King Lear: 12]. 

However, historically considered a proven fact that a supposed era of 

King Lear (about 800 BC – according to R. Holinshed) Scythians have not 

yet migrated to the territory north of the Black Sea. It happened mini-

mumcherez hundred years after the events described in the 

play. Therefore, the word Scythian could not be an element of speech re-

lated Lear and his contemporaries. However, in Shakespeare's time the 

Scythians were already well known in the British Isles. Moreover, the 

word Scythian acquired characterological connotation and came to be re-

garded as synonymous with barbarous «barbaric.» 

During the time of the legendary King Lear could be no question 

about the Turks. As separate ethnic Turks formed only after 16 centuries 
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after the alleged era Lira. Nevertheless, one of Shakespeare's characters 

Edgar uses the ethnonym Turk, who in the play serves as a synonym char-

acterological token voluptuary (sensualist) 

Edg.: <...> Wine loved I deeply, Dice dearly; and in woman 

out-paramour'd the Turk  

[King Lear: 111]. 

Historically, the comparison of his exploits on the love front with lust 

Turks sounds in the mouth of Edgar anachronistically. Recall that the word 

Turk was borrowed from the Greeks by the British (Tourkos → 

Turk). However XvI-XvII centuries. Turks were already well known as the 

Elizabethan theater audience ethnicity, and the image of the Turk-men 

consistently associated with increased interest in the fair sex. Therefore, 

like modernizing language distant epochs is not perceived as a historical 

inaccuracy. Here ethnohistorical aspect sidelined: by comparing Shake-

speare only wanted to emphasize that Edgar could outdo in amorous ad-

ventures even the most fervent Eastern men. So he took advantage of the 

already established linguistic way ethnic associates. 

 

 

 

 

E.Kh. Miniahmetova  

 

TYPES OF PHRASEOLOGICAL OPTIONS  

OF THE PHRASAL SEMANTIC FIELD OF 'SPEECH ACTIVITY' 

IN THE MODERN TURKISH LANGUAGE 

 

Variability idioms for almost half a century, is regarded as a natural 

phenomenon phraseology with such idiomatic binding constant as re-

sistance components. Linguists who study rhetoric, defining phraseologi-

cal units (FL), taking as a basis the value and trim components. The differ-

ence between the values of the components that make up the Federal Dis-

trict, and the District itself, the possibility or impossibility of replacing one 

component by another underlying most definitions FL. In Soviet phraseol-

ogy separation of the concepts associated with the name of VL Archangel, 

who said: «The combination of idiomatic choices at all levels is FO.» In 

particular, such a point of view shared by the BS Schwarzkopf. He states 

that «... man is presented as objective ordering, containing the minimized 

multifaceted implementation FL.» 
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Today, almost unanimously linguists consider phraseological variants 

(PV) conventional varieties existing in the language FO, but their ap-

proaches to identifying and structural boundaries differ. Specifically, VP 

Zhukov makes PV distribution into separate groups – phonetic, morpho-

logical, specific, constructive, derivation, lexical. A ND Babich not a fan 

to isolate lexical variants as they arise comparison of phraseological syno-

nyms. He writes: «... quite often these two terms are investing the same 

meaning.» 

That is the main task is to differentiate phraseological synonyms with 

affinity values are quite different from the options inside the form. In addi-

tion, the difference between PV and phraseological synonyms is observed 

on a semantic level. Yes, AI Dubrava and AV Kunin believes that PV – is 

absolutely identical to the values of the unit (eg ağzı bozuk (literally 

spoiled his mouth) – ağzı pis (lit. his mouth dirty) – 'lyhosliv' , 'match') and 

phraseological synonyms – is mainly phrases that are close, but not quite 

identical to the values (eg habbeyi kubbe yapmak (lit. do corns dome) – 

pireyi deve yapmak (lit. do flea camel) – ' making mountains out of mole-

hills', 'exaggerate'). 

Regarding the effects of phraseological variation in the Turkish lan-

guage, it is a common fact. Turkish PV divided into four groups, in which 

there is: a variation of morphemes (Turkish biçimbirimlerde değişim), 

change places components (Turkish yer değiştirme), reducing the compo-

nent composition (Turkish eksiltme), joining components (Turkish 

ekleme). In the Turkish language study material ejection of component-

held zoonimom IL Intercession. It shares the Turkish Idiom six groups, 

which can vary the names of animals: 1) phraseological units, in which 

there is a replacement name one animal to another zoon, with variant 

words may be partly related; 2) phraseological units in which the words 

that are being replaced are synonymous; 3) phraseological units in which 

there is a replacement name adult animal name her offspring; 4) phraseo-

logical units, which include components that change semantically connect-

ed by generic and associative features and belong to the same semantic 

field, ie hyper-hiponimichna replacement; 5) phraseological units, in 

which there is replacement of animal names in other words that do not be-

long to the zoonimiv; 6) phraseological units of component-zoonimom in 

which the words that changed, not zoonimamy, but these things can be in 

the form of the verb, noun, adjective or numeral. 

L.I. Moroshanu (Demyanova) 
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THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF RUSSIAN OLDRITUALIST 

PARLANCE VOCABULARY OF THE LIPOVEN (SOKOLINTSY) 

VILLAGE, SUCEAVA COUNTY, ROMANIA 

 

The need to enter into scientific circulation previously unexplored is-

land dialects lexical materials that are separated from the main dialect of 

the array, led to the decision to explore dialects lost in the forests of the 

Old Believer villages of Bukovina. Relevance of research due to the fact 

that the Russian dialects, which are in foreign language environment may 

persist especially lost or poorly reflected mainly Russian dialect array. 

Russian Old Believers dialects of the Romanian part of Bukovina to 

the present time has not been the subject of systematic study fo-

cused; some fragmentary information about the dialects of Old Believers 

Bukovina available in the publications Stolbunova VI, FI Chirila, Anfimov 

A. Dan D. 

The aim of this work – the geographical area of study native Russian 

dialect vocabulary. In this connection, the following objectives: to identify 

native Russian vocabulary current Russian island dialect; trace ratio native 

Russian dialect vocabulary with Russian literary language and vernacular 

vocabulary of Russian dialects of the main dialect of the fund; determine 

the breadth of geographic distribution of native Russian dialect vocabulary 

the main territory of Russian language array. 

Material for the study are the direct observation of live speech dialek-

tonositeley recorded by the author in the summer of 2012, and reflected in 

the number of publications of the author. The total volume of dialect lexi-

cal material has 1391 tokens. 

Dialectal materials collected in the village Lipoven (Lipoveni) c popu-

lation 520 people, located in the county of Suceava, in the territory of the 

Romanian part of Bukovina. The first written mention of the settlement re-

lates to 1724, when the village was designated as Sokolintsy first Russian 

village Lipovans (Old Believers) in Bucovina in Romania. 

Source for determining the specificity of the test vocabulary Treaty 

with respect to the vocabulary of literary language, colloquialisms, Rus-

sian dialects were the main array dialect dictionaries of the Russian lan-

guage and «Dictionary of Russian folk dialects.» 

In a si le to in otal ora allocates smiling t p to th Englis and bor in 

about a ƈ This lexical and to a percentage of the meat of elations with 

about a ton and Barking with about t in t e st in enno 71 % and 29 %. Ow 

seen of Denna at ve t ab Litsa, tionally used to Englis p to th le to B and to 
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receptacle and significantly in pre and whether pv is to a personal item in e 

enn o m of elations. 

Among Russian dialect vocabulary recorded in dialect, identifies three 

types of tokens: 1) dialect, characterized by a wide distribution area across 

the main body of the Russian language (in the European part of Russia, Si-

beria and / or island dialects); 2) dialect found in the European part of Rus-

sia; 3) dialect that are not marked in SRNG. 

Dealt with in this article are the first and second dialect above groups, 

provided their identity and values phonomorphological clearance dialect, 

noted in SRNG. Russian dialect dialect with tokens. Sokolintsy, phonemi-

cally different morphologically or semantically were classified in the third 

group; their consideration is the subject of an independent study. 

 

 

 

 

T.N. Nikulshyna  

  

THE LSF OF 'SPACE': THE COMPARATIVE ASPECT  

OF THE STUDY (BASED ON THE MATERIAL  

OF ENGLISH AND UKRAINIAN FAIRY TALES) 

 

Being impossible outside space, its coordinates and characteristics, 

since everything exists somewhere, then the space is a mandatory attribute 

of existence. The recent interest in the categories of space increased signif-

icantly due to the application of cognitive analysis, the study of the con-

ceptualization of the world, linguistic picture of the world and its national-

specific features. Performing research in that direction determines its rele-

vance. 

The concept of space is in demand in linguistics, as it allows to group 

items of the same level or aspect of the system. Space, as the AE Levitsky 

– a certain container is able to recapture not only the world in which we 

live, but also the results of our consciousness as his knowledge of the 

whole and its parts. That is why there are linguistic work aimed at studying 

various aspects of space. Thus, an important place in modern studies per-

formed in this area, occupying the works devoted to spatial relations in 

mono-material and cross-cultural perspective. The researchers, linguists 

are trying to determine the source of the concept of space in its human and 

not a mathematical or philosophical interpretation. In this vein, humanities 
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more inclined to interpret the space not as a category of being objective 

and subjective forms of human reason, a priori shape our feelings and 

time. 

The object of study is a fragment of picture of the world, reflecting the 

views of English and Ukrainian languages in a fabulous space. Purpose of 

the study – nouns denoting space. 

The aim – to discover ordering and comparison of the specific struc-

ture of space fabulous native English and Ukrainian languages. This goal 

is realized by addressing and solving the following main objectives: organ-

ize and sklasyfikuvaty lexical items denoting space in English and Ukrain-

ian fairy tales; build LSP «space» of distinguishing kernel navkoloyader-

noyi parts and peripherals; conduct a comparable analysis of the specific 

structure of the LFA «space» in English and Ukrainian fairy tales. material 

research are scholarly editions of fairy tales with proven scientific texts, 

whose selection to the research carried out so that the folk tales have ap-

peared in all the diversity (social, domestic, adorable tale about animals, 

ghosts). Total number of fantastic material is 400 texts: 200 British and 

200 Ukrainian fairy tales fairy tales. 

Fabulous space modeled person who, on the one hand, is a biological 

creature that is in a physical environment and living in a particular area, 

and the other is a social phenomenon. The understanding of the fantastic 

space combine ideas of Isaac Newton regarding space as something prima-

ry, self-sufficient, independent of matter and not due to material objects 

that are in it (ontological kind of fabulous space), and an understanding of 

GW Leibniz [11] Space as something relative, dependent objects that are 

in it, due to the coexistence of the order of things, that is the space that 

«personalized» human presence (social kind of fabulous space). It is this 

duality is the basis of forming a fabulous space with a field approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N.V. Petlyuchenko, Yu.O. Safyan 
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THE CONCEPTS OF CHARM AND CHARISMA  

IN GERMAN AND SLAVIC LINGUISTIC CULTURES 

 

 

Charisma is one of the most controversial phenomena of sociology, 

psychology, impact theory, history, and political science. There are several 

reasons: not only the elusive, mysterious, scientifically vague nature of the 

Charisma phenomenon, but also the ambiguity and opacity of the classic 

concept of Charisma of the great German sociologist Max Weber. Here it 

is important to take account of the difference between the axiomatic foun-

dations, ideas about human nature and the social reality, and cognitive 

methods used in the study of such a multifaceted and complex phenome-

non. How reasonable is it to use this concept in the study of contemporary 

political processes? What is the source of Charisma? Is it genuine or artifi-

cial? What conditions are favorable for its occurrence? Who plays the 

leading, core role in charismatic relations: the leader, his/her followers or 

the 'entourage'? Can we list the specific personal qualities that make their 

bearer charismatic, or it makes sense to speak of a situational set of charac-

teristics that are relevant in a particular social context? What is Charisma: 

a solely psychological condition or this is a social, cultural phenomenon? 

How does the gender, national or cultural code affect a leader's charismatic 

qualities? Is Charisma limited to extreme circumstances or unique person-

alities or is it a universal phenomenon? 

The concept of Charisma in Christian theology means grace [Hebrew 

 Ancient Greek. χάρις], uncreated Divine power [δύναμις], in ,חסך or חן

which God reveals Himself to man, and with its help man overcomes his 

sinful origin and reaches a state of deification» [Orthodox Encyclopedia, 

302]. In the Old Testament Hebrew חן and חסך do not always carry a reli-

gious content. For instance, in some cases the former is used in the aesthet-

ic sense, for example, beautiful chamois (as of a pretty woman) or beauti-

ful, precious stone. In the New Testament, the ancient Greek χάρις is used 

to describe affection and love to somebody, piety, Divine favor, and ex-

press gratitude to God (Χάρις τώ Θεώ). This word is also used to denote a 

donation to somebody, and Christian sacrifice itself. In its basic meaning, 

however, the Greek χάρις is used to describe grace as the Divine power 

granted to man for his salvation. Along with the gift of grace, the Catholic 

Church, for example, also recognizes other gifts, which it calls 'graces'. 

These include the «mysterious (sacramental) graces or the proper gifts of 

various sacraments» and «special graces» («Charismas»), which «are sub-
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ject to the illuminating grace» and by which a Christian carries out his/her 

service to the people and the Church [Orthodox Encyclopedia, 312]. 

Some of the types of Charisma can be interpreted from biosocial posi-

tions. The relevant group of politicians that are based primarily on non-

verbal, 'monkey' stimuli can be defined as biosocial leaders. They are per-

ceived by their admirers (voters during election campaigns) mainly visual-

ly (gestures, body movements, posture), rather than verbally. In the lan-

guage of the psychology of perception, this is about (visual) modalities of 

perception, while the acoustic (auditory) modality recedes into the back-

ground, together with the rational content of the political program of a 

leader who can say complete nonsense, but remain 'charming and attrac-

tive'. They make use of dynamic gestures, facial expressions, posture (e.g., 

looking over the audience – a common signal of dominance among pri-

mates). 'Biosocial leaders' can also use kinesthetic modality, when even at 

a distance the leader creates the impression of direct physical contact with 

the audience, this being provided by various aspirations, pauses in speech, 

etc. [A.V.Oleskin, Biopolitics, 58-59]. 

Charisma by birth or genuine Charisma (German Ursprungscharisma) 

– a kind of charisma usually manifested at crucial moments in the devel-

opment of society, which has the following features: a) inherent unique 

abilities, b) a revolutionary and creative way of manifesting activities, c) 

willingness to self-sacrifice to achieve the goal (teleologism), d) the exist-

ence of personal stigma, charm, and e) alarmist-combative behavior modus 

[Zubov, 1994].  

 

 

 

 

I.L. Pokrovskaya 

  

SECULARIZATION OF RELIGIOUSLY LABELED 

COMPONENTS IN THE BOTANICAL TERMINOLOGY  

OF THE MODERN TURKISH LANGUAGE 

 

Research terminology of different languages quite naturally take in 

linguistics extremely important place due to the rapid growth of the role of 

science and scientific style in society. Terminology of many branches of 

science today is sufficiently formed, but it does not fully explored are ex-

tralinguistic factors that have left a noticeable mark on the nomination 
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fitonimiv among which occupy a prominent place and people's association 

names that are prominent in the dictionary of botanical terms . 

Among the universal names of plants, based on borrowing and kalok, 

singled out a large group fitonimiv, motivational base which can act as a 

form of cognitive thinking person (kuşburnu (lit. nose Bird) – 'Briar', 

kuzukulağı (lit. lamb's ear) – 'sorrel ') and cultural background knowledge 

plan (Atatürk çiçeği (lit. flower Ataturk) -' puansetiya '). 

The relevance of this study identifies cognitive approach to the analy-

sis of Turkish fitonimiv the religious component that is crucial in solving 

problems zahalnolinhvistychnoyi dialectic of religious and secular. 

The study is characteristic of this group of botanical terminology in 

terms of the role of the religious component in the process of formation 

that is to perform the following tasks: 1) isolation of extra-linguistic fac-

tors that influence the formation of botanical terminology; 2) development 

of the author's classification of botanical terminology Turkish language 

according to religious marked components that belong to it; 3) definition 

of the role and place of metaphor in the process Naima-ing plants. 

The object of the analysis is marked religious vocabulary as part of 

botanical terminology, the subject – an array of botanical terminology of 

modern Turkish language formed using units to denote religious reali-

ties. material research posluhuvaly names of herbaceous plants, shrubs and 

trees that have been singled out from specialized dictionaries and modern 

Turkish language. Meaning and motivation Association titles plant refined 

a survey of the Turkish language media from different regions of Turkey 

(25 informants education – incomplete higher, higher, city of residence – 

Antalya, Istanbul, Izmir, Ankara, Istanbul, Siirt). 

Attempts to establish a connection between religious basis and names 

of plants are carried out within various interdisciplinary are-

as. Specifically, VP Riabchuk in his book «Biblical botany» synthesized 

following branches of knowledge as theology and botany, describing 

scenes from the Bible that relate to trees (acacia, willow, walnut, oak, ce-

dar, almond, plane tree, fig tree poplar, mulberry, apple, juniper), shrubs, 

stunted plants and properties and the application of different forms of these 

plants in traditional medicine today. 

Thus, there is every reason to believe that the botanical terminology is 

an essential part of any national language and ckladayetsya during the cen-

turies of the period of formation of the nation and of the knowledge of the 

world around her. The names of plants are culturally specific, and in this 

case, religious individual «face». One objective factors that influenced the 
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religious motivation of marked fitonimiv modern Turkish language are 

themselves native speakers who are under their own point of seeing certain 

attributes and properties of plants, showing them to lexical structure of the 

language. Each unit is considered fitonimichna extremely valuable materi-

al for understanding the specifics of the Turkish language world. Prospects 

for future research is to analyze the inner form and tokens, all the botanical 

terminology bases of modern Turkish language. 

 

 

 

 

S.N. Svetocheva 

 

FUNCTIONAL FEATURES AND SEMANTICS  

OF THE NAME OF THE GERMAN GOD ODIN  

(ON THE BASIS OF ANCIENT ENGLISH TEXTS) 

 

 

The aim of our study is to examine the lexical-semantic meaning of 

the German god Odin. Object of observation is the study of the semantics 

of ancient deities on the material of English texts. 

The subject of analysis is the study of functional and semantic features 

of the god Odin, and that will allow us to reveal the name of the German 

etymology of God. 

Material the ancient English texts that reflect the features of the lan-

guage. Undoubted interest Germanic god Odin. Óðinn word semantics rep-

resented quite diverse. 

We consider in detail the semantics of the German name of the god in 

some ancient English texts. 

We have investigated the following sources: «Maxims I», «Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle». »Maxims I» (1470 all word forms) can be found in the 

second chapter Ekseterskoy Books (Exeter Book). Although the date of 

writing can be inaccurate, scientists believe that this poem was published 

in the second half of the 10th century. In «Maxims I» discussed topics of 

the afterlife, the nature and status of women. These statements are also 

called 'dwarves'. The idea of gnomic literature dates back to Aristo-

tle. Since the material in «Maxims I» – this maxim in nature, it is consid-

ered as gnomic poetry, unlike the collection of proverbs or just wise say-

ings. »Maxims I» are divided into three sections. The first section begins 
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with a dialogue in which the author supports competition in wisdom, 

which are peculiar to English and other ancient texts. The second section 

discusses natural phenomena, as well as words describing wife priv-

etstvuschie husband, who arrived from travel. The final section consists of 

comforting songs about courage in everyday life and thinking about those 

who have been exiled. It also contains a comparison of the god Odin, the 

creator of the idols, God of Christianity, created the earth and everything 

on it. 

One preserved in folklore and folk beliefs throughout the Middle Ages 

and into the modern period, in particular, as the leader of the wild hunt in 

English, German, Swiss and Scandinavian traditions. 

Germanic god Odin is used in the role of the shaman in one of the Old 

English spells, which is associated with medicinal herbs. Chanted nine 

herbs oppose nine casualties from which people eliminate pagan 

gods. This is an herb that can withstand poison epidemic (contagion). 

Obtained in the form of the reconstructed value is consistent with the 

value discussed in English. texts, in particular: 'wild hunter'; 'Lord'; 'Head 

of the family'; 'Shaman', which dominates the semantics of 'one god'. 

Thus, Theon One has a quantitative indication of 'one of the ..', which 

allows the reconstruction of the primary semantics in this name as 'one 

god', or in general terms as 'the only chief of the gods'. 

In the future, certain interest semantics and functional features of oth-

er denominations One deity, considered on the basis of ancient texts. 

 

 

 

 

E.A. Selivanova  

 

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES OF DIALOG STUDIES 

 

This article focuses on working out the methodology of the oral dia-

logic communication and the set of controversial issues of dialogue analy-

sis. The elaborated methodology is based on the conceptions of conversa-

tional analysis, ethnography of speech, branches of discourse analysis, lin-

guistic pragmatics, narrative analysis, interactive sociolinguistics and so 

on. The analysis of the oral dialogic communication presupposes several 

stages. The first stage is the outlining of the aims, tasks and working hy-

pothesis of the oral dialogic communication research as they predetermine 
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the volume of the material, the subject-matter of the samples, the methods 

and forms of recording. The second stage is the selection of the material 

that provides for the determination of the number of communicators most 

suitable for the analysis, means of recording the communicative interac-

tion, the volume of the material, the type of the observer and ways of the 

dialogue (notational system) graphic fixation. On the third stage the select-

ed material is organized in a way to outline the communicative status of 

the participants, the circumstances of communication, as well as its soci-

ocultural parameters, types of dialogue and paralinguistic means. On the 

fourth stage the dialogue division into replica turns, communicative moves 

and sequences is provided, the conditions and factors that determine the 

changes of dialogue participants’ communicative roles are defined. 

Problematic issues of this stage are: 

1) the number of participants to communicate the most suitable for 

analysis; 

2) a means of recording the communicative interaction (most ade-

quately reflect the communication videos from various points of commu-

nication that provide the most complete picture of the extralinguistic as-

pects of communication paraverbalni facilities, etc.); 

3) to establish the amount of material (solution of the problem de-

pends on the objectives of the study: not necessarily gain huge stats, most 

importantly, to provide material correctness and reliability of the findings, 

should pay attention to the integrity of the genre or thematic unity frag-

ments record); 

4) choice of observer-free, not involved in communication or included 

in the conversation – each of these options has negative consequences for 

establishing the reliability of the results (on the one hand, if the informants 

are aware that they were being watched, they behave less naturally, strain, 

try to control own speech, on the other hand, participant observation 

somehow destroys conventional communicants environment for communi-

cation); 

5) The method of graphic recording oral dialogic communion-

tion. The last problem is the most developed. By the method of corps 

formed some database of oral discourse (Lancaster building conversational 

English speech Birmingham collection of English texts, Corpus of spoken 

American English, etc.). Verbal material is usually fixed in a transcribed 

but transcription cannot be used to indicate the status of communicants, 

non-verbal components, conditions and circumstances of communication, 

intentions and strategies of communication, many paraverbalnyh tools and 
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more. Phonetic and prosodic features of live broadcasting is measured us-

ing a variety of devices that are used in experimental phonetics, although 

the processing of speech lasting 45-50 minutes, these devices are relatively 

complex and laborious. 

In the third phase, researchers ordering tailored material depending on 

the purpose and objectives of the study. Organize material includes, inter 

alia transcribed record verbal components, clarifying: 

1) warehouse (number) and the communication status of communica-

tion participants (status, position and situational roles, their symmetry / 

asymmetry); communicative functions that represent the partners through 

appropriate locale code organization, compliance rules and conventions of 

communication, using paraverbalnyh tools etc (some features may be in-

deksikalnymy conversation, ie conventionally role-relevant characteristics 

of the communicators, for example, the procedure for taking the course – 

communicative initiative communicant of course get higher status of the 

person); 

2) circumstances dialogic communicative interaction (location, time, 

communication, face to face or at a distance, causes, general intentions of 

communicators, the presence of strangers, and so on.) 

3) cultural communication parameters (instytutsiynist / neinstytutsiy-

nist, membership of the culture or subculture); 

4) type of dialogue set parameters (for example, the field of communi-

cation, with the intention, the type of interaction, degree of acquaintance, 

is fixed theme, openness, formality, balance detection, etc.); 

5) paraverbalnyh means of communication in relation to the verbal. 

 

 

 

 

V.D. Slipetskaya  

  

VERBALIZATION OF NEGATIVE EMOTIONS:  

ARCHAIC AND INNOVATIVE MEANS 

 

In today's society can be traced ethnic, political, economic tension, 

manifested in the relations between the authorities and the people of dif-

ferent nations, as well as interpersonal relationships of people. This volt-

age is expressed as an extreme manifestation of human emotions, among 
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which often appear negative. They verbalized due to conflict situations, 

originally realized in modern communicative space. 

All told argues relevance studies on the features representation emo-

tions lingvofilosofskoy assessment categories. In modern linguistics, these 

aspects consistently and comprehensively develop such scholars as A. 

Vezhbitskkaya, V. Zhelvis, Zagnitko A., B. Karasik, T. Cosmeda, V. ratty 

Yu Sorokin, IA Sternin, Shahovsky etc ., in particular A. Wierzbicka in-

vestigate the specificity of the verbalization of emotions of anger, pity, and 

others based on German, Russian, Polish and English, while others of 

these researchers – based on Russian or Ukrainian languages. 

«Modern science – as noted by V. Shahovsky – has sufficient 

knowledge and discursive prac-tices confirms that people not only Homo 

sapiens, but Homo sentins, because his actions led many emotions.» Some 

researchers even hypothesize that verbal communication was initially pre-

sented as a certain emotional image, which is probably in the process of 

generating ideas actualized in emotsionalnootsenochnom primary compo-

nent values (Binet, R. Brown, C. Izard, V. Shakhovskoy ). Thus, one could 

argue that verbal communication is always accompanied by emotional 

communication, manifested in unity. 

Note also that each lingvokulturah, without doubt, is a unique, origi-

nal, one of a kind. 

And this uniqueness is specifically provided in the form of verbal dis-

course, especially in terms of the representation of emotions. Particular 

originality or uniqueness predetermines the selection of appropriate lan-

guage means contacts, and select how appropriate counteractions or oppo-

sitions to these contacts. Hiding behind this choice of verbal discourse pro-

toform that do not coincide in linguocultural communities, which leads to 

variation of usual verbal and nonverbal behavior, potential conflicts, as the 

options are protoforms filters through which «screened» motives, affective 

and cognitive-emotive installation. Protoform oppose new manifestations 

and verbalization of emotions today are not properly investigated. 

The purpose of this research of finding – consider some of the trends 

verbalization of emotions in modern communicative space that promotes 

the development of new communications standards, speech standards, 

leads to a change of communicative language competence emotional per-

sonalities transform their verbal portrait. 

Psychologists say that emotions are expressed almost in isolation, out-

side of language: they verbalized usually collectively, including, for ex-
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ample, a group of emotions of anger – resentment, anger, resentment, ha-

tred, anger, resentment (K. Izard). 

 

 

 

 

I.V. Stupak  

 

SEMANTICS OF LOCATIVE DERIVATIVE CAUSATIVE VERBS 

 

In a broad sense to include locative verbs verbs of motion, and posi-

tional verb movement. There are approaches that differentiate the concept 

of motion and movement. Thus, the verbs of motion (Obergruppe der 

Bewegungsverben) include verbs that indicate how to change the location 

and means «chaotic» movement, for example, go crawl and verb move-

ment (Fortbewegungsverben) points to the direction of movement relative 

to a certain point, for example, leave , approach. According to this under-

standing of verb movement characterized by four structural elements, 

which include a starting point, destination, route and destination. 

Locative PKD describes the general FT «X action vcause kauzuye Y 

be / not be in place Loc», where X corresponds to the subject kauzatsiyi 

semantic role Ag, vcause presented locative PKD, object kauzatsiyi Y cor-

respond to semantic role Pat or Ob, locative participant space corresponds 

to a semantic role Loc. 

Derivational semantics PKD meaning «kauzuvaty be in place.» Group 

PKD meaning «kauzuvaty be in place,» the second largest frequency in 

both study languages, cf.: In German, they make up 30.6% of the locative 

PKD in Ukrainian – 31.9%. PKD locative semantics of that found wide-

spread in the Ukrainian language than German as in paradyhmatytsi and 

in-Syntagme of vagina. 

The group consists of locative prefixes PKD PKD verbal meaning 

«kauzuvaty be in place» and VD-denominator PKD values »kauzuvaty be 

in place, title-Term motivational noun», «kauzuvaty be in the document 

entitled motivational noun.» 

They rank third in performance in both languages, cf: in German, they 

make up 26.0% of the locative PKD in Ukrainian – 28.9%. In syntah-

matytsi PKD specified semantics showing a greater incidence than in pa-

radyhmatytsi and second largest frequency: the German-language Kyi – 

30.6%, in Ukrainian – 31.9%. 
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The structure of PKD locative meaning «kauzuvaty be in place» in-

cludes mainly desubstantive PKD and PKD verbal constitute a small num-

ber of groups (see Table 1). Such a composition of parts locative PKD this 

group leads to the prevalence of PKD with no additional features. Locative 

PKD with additional features «way» and «plurality» (only in Ukrainian) 

observed only among verbal PKD. 

PKD locative meaning «kauzuvaty be in place» without any additional 

features. As seen from Table 1, locative PKD without additional signs up 

in the German 90,4% of this group in Ukrainian – 56.3%. This quantitative 

difference is due to productivity in the Ukrainian language and the availa-

bility of specialized biprefiksatsiyi prefix meaning «multiplicity». 

Derivational semantics. The structure of locative PKD without addi-

tional signs of PKD include desubstantive meaning «ka-uzuvaty be in a 

place named motivational noun»: die Garage 'garage' → garagieren 'in die 

Garage einstellen' 'put in garage'; das Quartier 'flat' → quartieren 'in einem 

Quartier unterbringen' 'place in the apartment'; Hospital → hospitalism 

wool 'put the patient in a hospital or hospital to treat'; park 'park certain 

vehicles' → park 'set (car) parked' and desubstantive PKD meaning 

«kauzuvaty be recorded in a document entitled motivational noun», for ex-

ample: die Matrikel 'list enrolled in a higher education institution' → im-

matrikulieren 'in die Matrikel einer Hochschule aufnehmen' 'to list zaraho-

ment in higher education institution'; das Buch 'ledger' → verbuchen 'in 

die Geschäftsbücher eintragen' 'make to the ledger; → aktuvaty act 'make, 

inscribed in the act'; register → register «to make, inscribed in the register'. 

 

 

 

 

O.A. Turysheva, O.A. Lazebna 

  

AXIOLOGICAL ADVERBS IN COMBINATION WITH  

THE VERB FINDEN IN THE MODERN GERMAN LANGUAGE  

IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA 

 

The purpose of the study is to identify the similarities and / or differ-

ences in the use of (valid) adverbs positive / negative assessment in con-

junction with the verb finden No speaker-mechchyny and Austria socio-

linguistic aspect in modern German in Germany and Austria. The main ob-

jectives of the presented paper is to inventory (valid) adverbs estimates 
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found in the text material in combination with the verb finden and analysis 

of lexical structure in sociolinguistic perspective. According to the analysis 

of the tasks (valid) adverbs evaluation was conducted on the material of 

the German and Austrian fiction literature and periodicals. 

Organizing and Inventory (valid) adverbs assessment carried out by 

the rateable scale. In psycholinguistic research evaluation scale consists of 

seven items matching some psychological reality: very good – good – very 

good – average (neutral) – very bad – bad – very bad. However, in this 

study the 7-cell evaluation scale could not be applied because vzhyvanist 

(valid) adverbs evaluation in combination with verbs varies in each indi-

vidual work of art in a fairly wide range from one – or even a single 3-5 of 

10 pages of text. Therefore, the basis is the estimated scale of the situation, 

the sending (valid) adverbs evaluation in combination with verbs, which 

consists of two elements, ie, has only positive and negative zone in the 

form of ratings of «good» / «bad.» 

It should be noted that the article presents an analysis of only the (val-

id) adverbs assessment in conjunction with the verb finden, if subjective 

position in the verb. 

A. Wolf notes that «in the dialogue -» a dispute concerning estimates 

«- the verb» thought «emphasizes that expression reflect the views of the 

speaker and can suggest other ideas.» The verb «to believe, to find» the re-

searcher describes the verb «thought». Thus, in a conversation with her 

husband Housewife Karen give its views on ideas for future recreation and 

involves completely opposite view of her husband Wolf on this: Ich fand 

es völlig falsch, was du vorhattest.Und du fandest es richtig. 

In the next dialog verb finden serves to emphasize that the assessment 

is presented as an individual opinion, not as a «state of affairs» (which 

meant, if there is no reference to the subject). Ilokutyvna purpose of inclu-

sion of the verb – mitigation categorical expression through the introduc-

tion of its subjectivity. Sign in verb finden acts as subjective, cf.: Er fand 

unsere Nachbarn unmenschlich und unsere Bekannten und Verwandten 

unmenschlich, und die Mütter meiner Freundinnen fand er am unmensch-

lichsten (because we do not know the fact whether these people really «in-

human») . Continue the conversation: 

«Fand er auch mich unmenschlich?», Fragte Lisa. Nein, dich fand er 

süß. Dich nannte er meine kleine Mikrobe. 

As a result of the inventory and analysis of lexical (valid) adverbs pos-

itive / negative assessment in conjunction with the verb finden, identified a 
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sample of German fiction and periodicals ascertain the prevalence of quan-

titative indicators (valid) adverbs negative evaluation (39 units): 

abgelutscht, abstoßend, zu aggressiv, befremdlich, beunruhigend, bie-

der, blödsinnig, eitel, ekelhaft, entsetzlich, völlig falsch, gewöhnlich, grau-

enhaft, irritierend, krank, lächerlich, langweilig, echt russisch, schlecht, 

nicht so schön, seltsam, eher spießig, ziemlich stypide, suspekt, ein biss-

chen zu teuer, nicht toll, unangenehm, unappetitlich, unglücklich, unheim-

lich, völlig uninteressant, unmenschlich (am unmenschlichsten), völlig 

unmöglich, unsympatisch, verblüffend, verkehrt, verrückt, winzig, nicht 

mehr witzig. 
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